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sonic riders: zero gravity features a full 3d
engine, new stages, and more exciting
gameplay. the story begins when the world
is on the brink of destruction. to save the
planet, the world’s greatest heroes unite to
take on the evil dr. eggman and his army.
take to the sky and dive into the abyss for a
unique blend of speed and gravity-bending
tricks that will send you soaring through the
air! at the time of its release sonic riders:
zero gravity is part of a wider industry trend
towards embracing the more violent and
provocative elements of gaming. sony
released the game at the same time as it
announced that it will be releasing the
upcoming new spider-man game called
spider-man which will be rated m for mature.
meanwhile, nintendo released the new
racing game mario kart 8 which received a
mature rating. the same was true for the
sega racing game need for speed which also
received the mature rating. sonic riders:
zero gravity is an action racing game with
similar concept to the sonic racing games,
where the player is able to control an avatar
through a series of tracks, all being different
from each other. instead of taking turns, the
player can now control the avatar by moving
it by riding on the ground and/or the air.
both versions of sonic riders: zero gravity
were announced in may 2017. the games
were released on july 20, 2017 for both the
playstation 4 and xbox one consoles. an
enhanced version was released on august 3,
2017 for the playstation 4 and xbox one. it
was released on august 3, 2017 for the
nintendo switch. in addition to the
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playstation 4 and xbox one versions of the
game, the nintendo switch version was also
released on december 20, 2017 in japan and
december 21, 2017 worldwide.
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the game was released to commemorate the
sonic series 15th anniversary, and it was the

first sonic racing game since sonic r, a
travellers tales game released in 1997. sonic

team wanted to create a game that was
better than any previous sonic racing game.
it was created to appeal to fans of sonic and

extreme sports video games, and the
development team took no inspiration from
previous games. sonic riders zero gravity

was also the final sonic title to feature
franchise co-creator yuji naka, who served
as executive producer and left sega shortly
after its release. now, im not at all sure that
this is whats happening in our image-crazed

present. the thousands of pics on ellas
phone seem to me less about looking than
about showing, displaying, self-fashioning.

hence the narcissism that we tend so easily
and not altogether incorrectly to associate
with the manic and compulsive attachment
to social media. insofar as the distinction

makes sense and i dont have a fully worked-
out treatise on it the ubiquitous practice
seems to me less a way of looking than a

way of showing, less a way of investing the
world with meaning than bait thrown into

the water to see how many fish bite. it
suffers from the same circularity that plato
says defines desire plenitude followed by

emptiness followed by plenitude and
explains why desire can never actually be
satisfied. in a way, i dont think the idea of
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recording or documenting, which, as i
suggested, depend on looking, is part of it at

all hence my suspicion that, were ellas
phone to be wiped clean, shed move on

without caring all that much. so much to say
that it is just as possible that recognition of
tillmans world, as presented in 2017, would
leave visitors (not versed in contemporary
art) baffled: why go to the tate to see what
they already see every day on their phones

or tablets 5ec8ef588b
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